Planet Duckweed
Creating a new Graduate Student Organization (GSO)

Recruiting interested graduate students
(officers or members) in these areas of study:

Engineering          Nutrition/Food Science
Multimedia           Global Public Health
Business             Urban Planning
Environmental Science Social Work
Statistics           Public Relations
Economics            Hydroponics

**Purpose:** Create an interactive team of graduate students with diverse skillsets that will develop and realize practical products from duckweeds to benefit our planet through sustainable technologies.

**Current Project:** To develop, optimize and deploy a scalable system for producing and harvesting a small aquatic plant (duckweed) that has proven potential as a renewable and environmentally sustainable form of food/feed/fuel.

(project located in Foran Hall, Cook/Douglass campus)

If interested in being part of this new grad student organization and involved in an effort that can be an agent of change worldwide, please contact Shawn Sorrels at: shawn.sorrels@rutgers.edu